Sheridan County Fuels Mitigation Program

Story Fuels Reduction and Outreach Project

Hello Everyone,
We are fortunate to live where we do for many reasons and that has certainly
been made even more evident in the past year. The opportunity to live in such a
beautiful forested community in the foothills of the Big Horns is a special
experience and part of that experience is accepting the fact that Story is nestled
in a fire adapted ecosystem. This second edition of the Wildfire Awareness
newsletter is a reminder of that fact, and is intended to offer tips and relevant
information to aid residents in reducing their risks associated with wildfire. In it,
you will find useful information to assist you in preparing for a wildfire. Some
info you may have seen before and some may be new to you. It is all simply
meant to get you thinking of things to do in order to reduce your wildfire risks
and to inform you of some of the Wildfire Awareness activities that are
occurring in and around your community. Enjoy, and be safe.
*To access this edition, as well as previous editions of the newsletter
electronically, visit the Sheridan County, WY website at: Fire Protection Districts
- Sheridan County Wyoming and scroll down.
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The Sheridan County Fuels Mitigation Program is currently accepting
applications for enrollment from interested landowners in Story. The program is
designed to offer technical assistance to landowners in creating defensible
space around the home and reducing fuels on the property. Limited financial
reimbursement for some of the activities may be available based on available
funding and subject to program criteria.
Please contact your local Fuels Mitigation Coordinator for more information.
They can answer your questions and visit with you about your property at no
charge, and with no commitment from you to participate.
Sheridan County Fuels Mitigation Coordinator:

Paul Wright: 307-683-3370

Email: scdefensiblespace@gmail.com
Would firefighters find your home?

Time is of the essence when wildfire threatens. Having address numbers that are clearly visible from
the road helps firefighters locate your property when every second counts. Here are a few tips:
 Post and maintain address numbers in a visible location from the road.
 There are no county rules, but it is suggested they be a minimum of 4” wide in bold type and
of reflective material, and visible from both ways of traffic.
 Keep the numbers clear of tree branches, brush, and other vegetation that may block their
view. The same goes for flags, signs, or other decorations.
 Inspect them regularly to ensure they remain visible and in good condition. Replace numbers
that have become faded, damaged, or have fallen off.
Reflective numbers are available at local hardware stores. The Sheridan County Planning and
Zoning Commission office has non-reflective numbers available for $2.00 per number. They
can be reached at 307-675-2420.
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Recent Wildfire Awareness Activities in Story
Story has once again been renewed as a recognized Firewise USA® Community,
and has held that distinction since 2003. Covid-19 posed some challenges and
in-person outreach events had to be changed accordingly however, some great
progress in increasing wildfire awareness within and around Story took place.
The Story Volunteer Fire and Rescue Department hosted a curbside breakfast at
the end of August during the Story garage sale event, which had been
rescheduled from June. Safety protocols were followed and people were able to
enjoy delicious breakfast burritos and doughnuts delivered in enclosed
containers to them by gloved and masked volunteer firefighters. Each container
had attached to it some wildfire awareness educational information. The event
was a huge success!

Wildfire Community Preparedness Day is sponsored by the National Fire
Protection Association and encourages communities to engage in wildfire risk
reduction activities on a specified day during the year. Some projects may apply
for a cash award sponsored by State Farm Insurance as well. Story was
fortunate to receive the cash award but the in-person event that was planned
had to be changed due to the pandemic. Along with the Wildfire Community
Preparedness Day cash award funds, the Sheridan County Fuels Mitigation
Program utilized Western States WUI grant funds, as well as funds from the
Story Fire District and Story Volunteer Fire Department to hire a professional
film maker and created 3 short educational videos pertaining to wildfire. All
were filmed in Story and 2 of the videos were specific to Story highlighting
evacuation routes and a community fuel break. The third video offered tips on
creating defensible space. The videos are posted on the Sheridan County
website as well as the Story Volunteer Fire Department Facebook page. Find
them on the Sheridan County, Wyoming website at the following link: Fire
Protection Districts - Sheridan County Wyoming and scroll down to the videos.
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Ponderosa Pine Fire Ecology
Fire is a natural component of the ponderosa pine ecosystem that Story resides in. Ponderosa
pine develops very thick bark as it ages, which helps protect the vascular tissue from the heat
of a fire. Historically, fires would burn through the understory every 20-30 years, eliminating
young trees such as seedlings and saplings, as well as shrubs and lower limbs that act as
ladder fuels. These frequent fires burned with low intensity and had a beneficial effect on
forest health by reducing competition between the remaining trees for resources such as
water, light, and nutrients. This in turn, helped increase resistance to insects and disease.
Fire suppression efforts over the past 100 years have altered the natural fire regime in many
areas throughout the nation and Story is no exception. By putting out every fire as quickly as
possible, understory growth has
been allowed to accumulate,
resulting in an overabundance
of fuels. Where the historic
natural fire regime resulted in
frequent low intensity fires,
decades of fire elimination and
the consequential build-up of
fuels both in the vertical and
horizontal planes have created
a scenario where fire can
rapidly move along the ground
and into the crowns of the
trees. These types of crown
fires tend to burn with extreme
intensity and can be
catastrophic.
In addition to the buildup of vegetative fuels, human development continues to expand into
wildland areas, thereby exacerbating the risks associated with wildfire. Structures, vehicles,
and all the stuff that humans acquire are simply potential sources of fuel in a fire-adapted
forest ecosystem. This creates a high-risk situation not only for the inhabitants of the area,
but for firefighters putting themselves in harm’s way.
Fortunately, there has been and continues to be a lot of proactive work done in Story in order
to reduce risks associated with wildfire. Many residents have participated in the Fuels
Mitigation Program and have helped reduce risks by reducing the amount of fuel, as well as
the spatial arrangement of fuel on their properties. The more properties that participate, the
bigger the effect on the whole community. To learn what you can do to improve your
property’s chances of surviving a wildfire, contact the Fuels Mitigation Coordinator at 307683-3370.
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Meet the Ips Beetle
Many people are familiar with the mountain pine beetle and with the havoc it can wreak on a forest.
Another type of bark beetle that is also an important pest in this area is the Ips beetle, which attacks
pines as well as spruce. The beetles tunnel into the trunks and branches of trees where they effect the
vascular tissue under the bark, causing the infested portions or eventually the entire tree to die.
An early indicator of attack is the presence of boring dust, or frass, which is expelled by the beetles as
they bore into and under the bark. This is often visible on horizontal branch
surfaces and is yellow to orange in appearance. It also collects in bark crevices
on the tree trunk and at the base of the tree. Foliage on affected portions of the
tree fade and die. Top-kill is very common on larger trees and progresses down
the tree with subsequent attacks.
The adult beetles are between 1/8 and 3/8 inches long and appear reddish
brown to black in color. One way to distinguish the Ips from the mountain pine
beetle are the spines on the posterior of the Ips beetle. Several generations of
beetles may be produced in a single year. Adults overwinter underneath the tree
bark, in slash (green limbs on the ground), or in duff on the forest floor. They become active when
temperatures warm up as early as April and tend to hit trees with damaged limbs, wind-thrown trees,
or fresh cut slash on the ground in the initial attack. Trees that have been stressed due to drought are
particularly susceptible to attack. The adult brood from that initial attack will fly and find other trees
to attack. Depending on temperatures, the beetles may fly into October.
Male beetles enter the tree and produce a pheromone that attracts females. Other
males are also attracted to the attack site. The male creates a “nuptial chamber”,
which is a hollowed-out area where mating takes place. Males may mate with
several females. Afterward, the females create tunnels where eggs are laid and
eventually hatch into larvae. The larvae chew through the phloem as they grow and
mature into beetles. Small round holes (think pin-head sized) are produced as the
brood adult beetles exit the tree. They may attack the same host tree or they may
fly to another tree and attack it.
In order to decrease the likelihood of attack, promote and maintain tree vigor and
health. Avoid creating fresh-cut slash during early winter through late spring
months and avoid stacking green or infested firewood next to living trees. Insecticides, including
carbaryl and permethrin, are effective at preventing Ips beetle infestation if applied properly and
before the tree is attacked. This is best done by a professional licensed applicator. Be sure to read and
follow the manufacturer’s recommendations on the label.
To learn more about the Ips beetle, check out this link to a fact sheet produced by Colorado State
University Cooperative Extension and the Colorado State Forest Service: 05558 (colostate.edu)
Photo Credits: USDA Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Region, State and Private Forestry, Forest Health Protection.
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2021 Wildfire Community Preparedness Day Event
Instead of a 1-day in person gathering, the 2021 Wildfire Community Preparedness Day event
will involve the placement of 2 large roll-off dumpsters at predetermined locations within the
community where residents can deposit vegetative debris resulting from fuels mitigation
projects performed on their individual properties.
The goal of the project is to encourage residents to perform fuels mitigation activities such as
cleaning gutters, raking needles and cones, pruning branches and other ladder fuels, and
generally reducing fuel loading and continuity.
Details are still in the works as to dumpster locations and dates of availability during the month
of June. Educational materials will be available at the dumpsters and also at the Story Store.
More information will be posted on the Story Volunteer Fire Department Facebook page at:
https://www.facebook.com/storyvolunteerfiredept/

Drones and Wildfires
Unmanned aircraft systems, commonly referred to as drones, are becoming more and more
popular in both the recreational and commercial sectors. They are fun to fly and offer
breathtaking views and a perspective unattainable from the ground. When it comes to wildfires
however, drones can be deadly as they interfere with tactical air operations such as airtanker
and helicopter missions as well as other aircraft utilized in fighting the fire. Firefighting aircraft
personnel are unable to communicate with drone operators and a collision with even a small
drone can have deadly consequences. If a drone is seen flying near a wildfire, firefighting
aircraft are grounded and therefore, unable to fight the fire. This can result in increased fire
spread, unnecessary loss of assets and resources, and increased risk to life and safety. Flying a
drone near a wildfire is against the law. So, play it safe – never fly a drone anywhere near a
wildfire!
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Reproduced from NFPA’s website, www.nfpa.org/publiceducation. © NFPA.
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Safety Reminder:
Be sure to take safety precautions whenever you are working on creating a
defensible space and in general. Maintain situational awareness at all times
and wear appropriate personal protective equipment for the tasks being
performed such as sunscreen, gloves, eye protection, ear plugs, chaps,
etc. Watch out for critters such as wasps, spiders, snakes, and others that
may be trying to make a living in your project area.

* Check the weather forecast for warnings and if increased winds
are predicted, avoid burning prior and during that time.
* Have fire tools, water and a phone readily available.
* Do not delay calling for help if your burn gets out of hand as early
response can minimize control efforts and potential damage.
Be sure to notify the Dispatch Center before any planned burning so the fire
department doesn’t show up uninvited! Their phone number is 307-672-2413.
Plan ahead to evacuate your pets and horses in the event of a wildfire!
Visit the National Fire Protection Association website for information on how to be prepared:
Pets: https://www.nfpa.org/Public-Education/Campaigns/TakeAction/Household-pets
Horses: https://www.nfpa.org/Public-Education/Campaigns/TakeAction/Horses

SPRING IS HERE AND FIRE SEASON IS ON THE WAY. IT’S NEVER TOO EARLY TO
REVIEW AND UPDATE YOUR HOME EVACUATION PLAN.

Gasoline and Portable Propane Tank Safety
Gasoline cans and portable propane tanks should never be stored indoors and
should be located at least 30 feet away from the home and away from possible
sources of ignition.
This newsletter is funded through the Western States Wildland Urban Interface Grant Program, which is offered by
the Wyoming State Forestry Division (WSFD) in partnership with the USDA Forest Service State and Private
Forestry branch.
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